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Abstract. With the advance of computing technology, video compression technology, and cellular network infrastructure, rich multimedia
applications are dramatically boosted to users. Currently, a deterministic service model has been developed in which a QoS aware network
assisted by the deterministic trafﬁc modeling can provide bounded delay and loss free guarantees to video packets. However, the limited
memory capacity and access bandwidth of mobile terminals still affect the delivery of pre-stored video contents. Besides, from the cellular
network viewpoint, any halfway request for increasing bandwidth may complicate the resource management. Therefore, this paper proposes an
Elastically Deterministic Video Trafﬁc Regulator (ED-VTR) to regulate the video trafﬁc, and then generate a series of monotonically decreasing
bandwidth demands which effectively simplify the resource management and satisfy the decoder buffer limitation. Moreover, for preventing
possible non-sustained playback due to insufﬁcient decoder buffer space, this study proposes an intelligent video frame skip algorithm to
determine the most suitable temporal range for skipping frames. Simulation results reveal that ED-VTR effectively reduces the initial bandwidth
demand and the requirement of decoder buffer space, while still maintaining advantages of deterministic services. More importantly, ED-VTR
maintains the sustained playback with good picture quality and outperforms traditional schemes in the case of insufﬁcient decoder buffer space.
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1. Introduction
With the advance of cellular network infrastructure, computing technology, and video compression technology,
rich multimedia services have dramatically boosted to mobile clients. Regarding video applications, they can be
classiﬁed into three categories: pre-stored, live broadcast and real-time interactive videos. The pre-stored video
content, such as the streaming movie, is encoded in advance and part of the compressed video data is pre-loaded
to the decoder buffer before playback. Consequently, a sufﬁcient decoder buffer space is required to maintain the
stable playback [1–3]. However, regardless of desktop or wireless clients, insufﬁcient storage space is always a
problem in providing more advanced applications if the ﬁling management of stored personal data and software
programs is improper. In particular, the embedded memory of cellular clients is usually limited and needed to be
shared by numerous software programs and masses of personal data, such as Java games, video data, multimedia
messages, photographs, images and ringing tones in gallery, calendar, to-do notes, phone book, and so on. For
example, an embedded or downloaded Java game may occupy 500 kbytes to 2 Mbytes memory space and the mass
of personal photographs may occupy signiﬁcant memory capacity [4,5]. This is especially true with heavy use of
any of the features, even when a top mobile terminal is used. Moreover, a top mobile terminal is usually associ-
ated with advanced applications that require more memory space than regular services. Therefore, the problem of
insufﬁcient memory space exists at mobile terminals.
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Regarding the bandwidth utilization of cellular networks, the overall network utilization drops if a source re-
quests more bandwidth than it actually uses. Conversely, packet loss and delay will become signiﬁcant if the source
exceeds its bandwidth request. In contrast to wired line environments, the resource management for a halfway in-
creasing bandwidth request in cellular networks does not only consider the bandwidth re-allocation issues, but also
consider at least the power control, signal-to-noise ratio, and possible handoff events [6–8]. Obviously, pre-stored
video applications over cellular networks face many technical challenges which are signiﬁcantly different from the
problems typically encountered in the wired line desktop environment [9]. In light of the inherent burstiness of
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video applications, techniques for reducing its rate variability are of signiﬁcant interest.
Generally, there are two transmission models for video applications, namely the stochastic [10,11] and deter-
ministic service classes [12,13]. A deterministic service model is one in which a QoS aware network assisted
by the deterministic trafﬁc modeling can provide the bounded delay and loss free guarantees to packets [13,14].
The major difference between these two service classes is that the former utilizes statistical properties to achieve
high bandwidth utilization, while the latter utilizes deterministic bandwidth reservation to obtain QoS guarantees.
Deterministic approaches have the advantage of being parameterized easily, making their implementation more
practical than that of stochastic approaches. Currently, there are many related researches in this area. Grossglauser
et al. [15] proposed a Renegotiated Constant Bit Rate (RCBR) mechanism, where the video trafﬁc was described
by a transmission schedule that comprised a series of bandwidth requests. Soleimanipour et al. [16] explored the
resource management of WCDMA for wireless multimedia. The capability of bandwidth provision was limited ob-
viously by the cellular environment. Wrege et al. [13] proposed an Empirical Envelope Modeling (EEM) scheme
to characterize the video trafﬁc. This scheme used the worst-case description to get an empirical-envelope function
E∗ from the cumulative transmitted data, and then generated a transmission schedule from E∗ using the piece-wise
linear concave upper approximation. Chang [12,17] developed a ﬁltering theory for deterministic trafﬁc regulation
and service guarantee. A trafﬁc regulator was implemented by a linear time-invariant ﬁlter. The stability and delay
of deterministic and stochastic networks were also analyzed. Salehi et al. [18] proposed a Work-Ahead Smoothing
(WAS) strategy to solve problems of transmitting pre-stored videos from a server to a client.
In this paper, an Elastically Deterministic Video Trafﬁc Regulator (ED-VTR) that belongs to deterministic ser-
vice models is developed for delivering the video data with deterministic QoS guarantees, reducing the load of
resource management, and satisfying the memory capacity limitation of mobile clients. ED-VTR executes trafﬁc
regulating operations based on the current decoder buffer space and generates a series of monotonically decreasing
bandwidth requirements, which can effectively simplify the resource management. Additionally, a non-sustained
video playback sometimes may occur due to insufﬁcient decoder buffer space. Rather than abruptly increasing
the transmission rate during the playback or executing arbitrary video frame discarding at the decoder, ED-VTR
includes an intelligent video frame skip algorithm that is executed in advance at the encoder. The algorithm can
identify the most suitable temporal range for skipping frames and prevent arbitrary discarding from inappropriate
video frames such as I-frames. These proposed operations are named trafﬁc regulation because they not only ex-
ecute the integrated trafﬁc modeling and smoothing functions, but also execute intelligent active frame skipping
operations to regulate the video trafﬁc.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the operations of ED-VTR are presented in detail. In
Section 3, the simulation environment and test functions are described. In Section 4 performances of the proposed
mechanism are evaluated through simulations. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. Elastically deterministic video trafﬁc regulator
The proposed ED-VTR consists of two modules, one is the Deterministic Trafﬁc Regulation (DTR) module and
theotheristheIntelligentvideoFrameSkip(IFS)module.Whenamobileclientrequestsavideostreamingservice,
the selected video bitstream is sent to the DTR module and IFS module simultaneously. The video bitstream is ﬁrst
regulated by DTR based on the current decoder buffer space that is obtained in the connection negotiation stage.
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result reveals that the decoder buffer overﬂow may happen. Finally, the regulated trafﬁc of the selected video is
modeled by a transmission schedule and sent to the network. In this section, a video streaming sequence with N
frames is considered and a discrete time model with the unit of frame time is used, where the encoded bits of
frame i is denoted as fi,f o ri = 1,2,...,N. The detail operations of DTR and IFS are described as follows.
2.1. Deterministic trafﬁc regulation
The DTR module of ED-VTR ﬁrst constructs an estimative function L(n) for the cumulative consumed data at
the decoder, which can be expressed as
L(n) =

 
 
0, 0  n  D
n−D  
i=1
 
(1 + α) · fi
 
, D + 1  n  D + N,α  0,
(1)
where D is the preloading time limited by the decoder buffer space and n = 0 is the time instant that the ﬁrst video
packet arrives to decoder. Here α is a safety factor for reducing the possibility of underﬂow at decoder due to the
unexpected transmission delay. Since the transmission delay in deterministic service models can be bounded to a
guaranteed value [13], the value α is set to zero in this paper for getting the upper bound of link utilization and
coinciding with the comparison conditions to other conventional methods such as [13] and [18]. From the client
viewpoint, any possible transmission schedule for the client must always be larger than or equal to L(n) to avoid
buffer underﬂow. That is, L(n) is the lower bound for any possible transmission schedule. Moreover, as mentioned
earlier, the decoder buffer space of mobile terminals available for video contents may be insufﬁcient. To prevent
the possible buffer overﬂow, this work further adds an upper bound into the process of trafﬁc regulating. The upper
bound U(n) is then deﬁned as
U(n) = min
 
L(n)
(1 + α)
+ B,
L(D + N)
(1 + α)
 
,( 2 )
where B represents the current decoder buffer space of mobile terminals. To satisfy both bounds L(n) and U(n),
maximize the link utilization, and include the advantages of deterministic services, DTR utilizes the piece-wise
linear concave upper approximation to bound L(n) directly. A raw transmission schedule SR(n) that consists
of multiple piece-wise linear segments is then generated. These linear segments can be expressed as a set of
trafﬁc parameter pairs {(σR
i ,ρR
i ) | i = 1,2,...,MR}, where MR represents the maximum number of parameter
pairs, ρR
i is the minimum requested token rate which does not cause the buffer underﬂow, and σR
i is the i-th
corresponding token depth. The relationship between SR(n) and its corresponding trafﬁc parameter pairs can be
further described by
SR(n) = min
i
 
ρR
i · n · Tf + σR
i
 
(3)
with
ρR
i = max
ai<βbi
 
L(β) − L(ai)
β − ai
 
,( 4 )
σR
i = L(ai) − ρR
i × ai, (5)
where n is the frame number and the frame time Tf is the reciprocal of frame rate. Besides, the ai and bi denote
the beginning and end time of the i-th linear concave upper approximation, respectively. The relationship among
L(n),U(n), and (σR
i ,ρR
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of deterministic video trafﬁc regulation: (a) with sufﬁciently large buffer space B; (b) with insufﬁcient buffer space B.
2.2. Intelligent video frame skip
AsmentionedinSection1,aclientwithinsufﬁcientdecoderbufferspacemaycausepossiblenon-sustainedplay-
back. In such a situation, most traditional trafﬁc smoothing schemes usually increase and decrease alternatively
the transmission rate by a wide margin to cope with the problem. However, any halfway request for increasing the
used bandwidth may complicate the resource management and cause unpredicted packet loss or latency, particu-
larly when the available bandwidth of network is nearly exhausted. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the raw transmission
schedule generated by DTR also may cause the decoder buffer overﬂow if the decoder buffer space is insufﬁcient.
Since the dynamic source rate control scheme is not suitable for the pre-stored video that is encoded in advance,
ED-VTR adds the IFS algorithm to solve the problem while still maintaining the advantages of deterministic ser-
vices.
For explanation, both L(n) and U(n) are redrawn by the simpliﬁed piece-wise linear segments, as shown in
Fig. 2(a), where a token rate ρR
k is obtained after executing the k-th linear concave upper approximation for the
interval [Jk,Pk]o fL(n). In Fig. 2(a), the concave depth F1 is deﬁned as the minimum distance between the point
L(Tr) and the k-th linear concave upper bound. A large concave curvature is associated with a large concave depth
which may cause high possibility of buffer overﬂow in the case of insufﬁcient decoder buffer space. Therefore,
whenever a possible decoder buffer overﬂow is detected by DTR, the target of IFS is to reduce the concave depth
efﬁciently.
From Fig. 2(b), if a client has a sufﬁciently large decoder buffer space B  that exceeds B, no buffer overﬂow
occurs in [Jk,Pk] and the ﬁnally required token rate in [Jk,Pk] is determined to be ρR
k directly. However, when the
decoder buffer space is limited to B bits that is insufﬁcient in this case, the possible buffer overﬂow in [To1,To2]
is detected by DTR if ρR
k is used. Meanwhile, IFS is activated and a new required token rate without causing the
decoder buffer overﬂow in [Jk,Pk] must be recalculated by
Rmax = min
Jk<αPk
 
U(α) − L(Jk)
α − Jk
 
,( 6 )
where the time instant Tr that determines the value of Rmax can be further expressed by
Tr =
 
τ|U(τ) = Rmax · (τ − Jk) + L(Jk)
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of intelligent video frame skip: (a) simpliﬁed L(n)&U(n) with related parameters; (b) the region of buffer overﬂow and
underﬂow; (c) the case of skipping frame in (Jk,Tr]; (d) the case of skipping frame in (Tr,Pk].
Although using Rmax can prevent the buffer overﬂow, there still exists a buffer underﬂow in (Tr,Pk]. The reason
is that Rmax is less than ρR
k which is the minimum rate without causing buffer underﬂow in [Jk,Pk]. The ﬁrst time
instant Tu that causes the buffer underﬂow can be formulated by
Tu = min
Jk<τPk
 
τ
       
L(τ) − L(Jk)
τ − Jk
 Rmax
 
. (8)
To solvethe buffer overﬂowproblemwhile avoidingunnecessary underﬂow,skipped frame selectionis very impor-
tant. An inappropriate selection not only degrades the received picture quality but also worsens the above problem.
Meanwhile, some video frames are needed to skip in (Jk,Pk] for eliminating the difference Diff between the cu-
mulative arrived data using Rmax and the cumulative consumed data L(Pk) at time Pk. The relationship among
Rmax, ρR
k , Tr, Tu and Diff is presented in Fig. 2(b).
To identifya suitabletemporalrangeforskippingvideoframesin(Jk,Pk], IFS ﬁrst considersoneofthe possible
temporal ranges, (Jk,Tr]. After skipping video frames in (Jk,Tr], a new cumulative consumed function Lw(n)
that has the concave depth F2 in [Jk,Pk] is regenerated, as shown in Fig. 2(c). In (Jk,Tr], the slope of Lw(n)i s
smaller than that of L(n) because of frame skipping, but the slope of Lw(n)i n( Tr,Pk] is the same as that of L(n).
From Fig. 2(c), the concave depth F2 is larger than F1. That is, the operation of skipping frames in (Jk,Tr] cannot334 C.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos
PROCEDURE intelligent_frame_skip ( ) {
Rmax = min
Ji<αPi
 
U(α) − L(Ji)
α − Ji
 
;
σmin = L(Ji) − Rmax × Ji;
Tr =
 
τ|U(τ) = Rmax · (τ − Ji) + L(Ji)
 
;
Diff =
 
ρR
i − Rmax
 
· Pk · Tf +
 
σR
i − σmin
 
;
WHILE (Diff > 0) {
SKIP a B-frame with size DB in(Tr,Pk];
Diff = Diff − DB;
UPDATE L(n) and U(n);}
OUTPUT L(n) and U(n);}
Fig. 3. Intelligent frame skip algorithm.
achieve the target of reducing the concave depth but even worsen the problem. The above statements can be easily
proved by simple triangle geometry. IFS then considers another possible temporal range (Tr,Pk] for effectively
skipping frames. Using similar derivations, it can be easily proved that the concave depth in [Jk,Pk] is effectively
reduced if skipped video frames are located at interval (Tr,Pk], as shown in Fig. 2(d). Summarizing above results,
the suitable temporal range for skipping frames in (Jk,Pk] is limited to the interval (Tr,Pk].
From the viewpoint of the temporal scalability in scalable video coding, skipping B-frames can minimize the
inﬂuence on received picture quality. Therefore, some B-frames are actively skipped in (Tr,Pk] for removing
the difference Diff. The frame skip operation is repeated until the difference Diff at time Pk disappears. After
accomplishing the frame skip operation in (Tr,Pk], a ﬁnally required trafﬁc parameter pair (σ∗R
k ,ρ∗R
k )f o r[ Jk,Pk]
is then determined and added to the mature transmission schedule S∗R(n), where ρ∗R
k = Rmax and σ∗R
k =
L(Jk) − Rmax · Jk. Figure 3 details the proposed frame skip algorithm.
In summary, the S∗R(n) generated by ED-VTR has the following important properties:
(1) S∗R(n) always stays within two bounds L(n) and U(n), i.e.,
L(n)  S∗R(n)  U(n). (9)
(2) S∗R(n) has the QoS guarantees provided by deterministic service models.
(3) The requested bandwidths generated by S∗R(n) are always monotonically decreasing, that is
ρR
i >ρ R
i+1,f o r i = 1,2,...,MR − 1. (10)
As mentioned in Section 1, a deterministic service model can provide the bounded delay and loss free guarantees
topackets.Itisnotedthatmostdeterministictrafﬁcmodelingmethodssuchas[13]donotconsidertheﬁrstproperty
and most trafﬁc smoothing schemes such as [18] do not consider the second and third properties of S∗R(n) in cases
of insufﬁcient decoder buffer space. In contrast, ED-VTR not only considers the decoder buffer limitation, but also
has the deterministic QoS guarantees to the regulated video trafﬁc. More importantly, no halfway request for
increasing bandwidth occurs in S∗R(n), which can effectively simplify the resource management of networks. To
prove above properties of S∗R(n), this work executes the process of worst-case description that is used in [13]
and obtains the empirical-envelope E* for S∗R(n). Expectably, the obtained E∗ is identical to S∗R(n), which
concludes that S∗R(n) is always monotonically decreasing and has the advantages of deterministic services. From
the cellularnetwork perspective,the load ofthe resource managementcan be signiﬁcantlyreduced ifa transmission
schedule for a video bitstream without halfway requests for increasing bandwidth. No additional work for power
control and time-slot re-arrangement is required for a halfway increasing bandwidth request.C.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos 335
3. Simulation environment and test functions
In following simulation scenarios, this work assumes that ED-VTR is implemented at the video streaming server
where the output link bandwidth is set to 45 Mbps. This study uses MoMuSys MPEG-4 codec and FGS (Fine
Granularity Scalability) codec to generate ﬁve compressed video sequences, the sequence “Foreman”, “Akiyo” and
“Stefan”, a part of movie “Jurassic Park I”, and a part of movie “The Firm”. All video sequences have following
properties: (1) All video sequences are QCIF format with the frame rate of 30 fps. (2) A GOP consists of 15 frames
and its pattern is set to I-B-B-P format. (3) Considering the property of mobile video applications, all sequences
are 3 minutes in length. Since “Foreman”, “Akiyo” and “Stefan” have only 300 frames, it is repeated cyclically to
form the test video sequence. (4) Within these three sequences, the “Akiyo” and the part of movie “Jurassic Park I”
have the lowest and highest picture complexity, respectively.
This work assumes that all admissible video connections are homogeneous with identical priority. To evaluate
the trafﬁc regulating performance in terms of link utilization, two call admission test functions are used. The ﬁrst
test function that can provide the bounded delay guarantee is expressed by
C(d) = max
 
c
       
 
1
L
max
n0
   c  
j=1
Sj(n) − n · Tf · L
 
+ Sm
 
 d
 
, (11)
where d is the maximum delay tolerance of a connection (sec); C(d) is the maximum number of admissible con-
nections with d; c is the current number of admissible connections with d; L is the link bandwidth (bps); Sm is the
maximum packet size (bits); Sj(n) is the transmission schedule for connection j (bits).
The second test function that can provide high link utilization but without bounded delay guarantee is shown
in (12). A new call is accepted if
a · Tf · L −
  c∗  
j=1
Sj(a) + Sc∗+1(1)
 
 0, (12)
where c∗ represents the current number of admissible connections without bounded delay guarantee at n = a.
4. Simulation results
This paper ﬁrst evaluates the performance between two rate reduction methods for pre-stored videos, i.e., frame
skipping and FGS bit plane truncating. Figure 4 shows the results in which two QCIF video sequences, Akiyo and
Stefan, are used and both MoMuSys MPEG-4 codec and FGS codec are applied. The base layer of FGS is set to
64 kbps and the maximum bit plane number of FGS enhancement layer is not limited. With the encoded video bit
stream generated from MoMuSys MPEG-4 codec, this work skips B-frames based on a skipping probability and
obtains a modiﬁed bitrate, RFS. Then, this work skips the bits of FGS enhancement layer according to RFS.F r o m
Fig. 4, it is obvious that FGS has 2.5–3.5 dB reduction in video quality in the loss free case. This is mainly due
to the low video coding efﬁciency of FGS [19]. Moreover, considering the case that B-frame skipping probability
is 0.5, the received PSNR using frame skipping still outperforms that using FGS solution up to 2.6 dB for Akiyo
and 0.9 dB for Stefan. Although the effect of packet-loss ﬂexibility of FGS is gradually obvious when the B-frame
skipping probability increases, the inefﬁcient video coding still dominates the PSNR degradation.
ThisstudythencomparestheperformanceofED-VTRwiththetraditionalEEMmethod[13].Ontheassumption
that the decoder buffer space is inﬁnite, two test video sequences, “Jurassic Park I” and “The Firm” are modeled
by EEM and ED-VTR, respectively. The curves in Fig. 5 present that the initial bandwidth requirement generated
from EEM exceeds the 384 kbps that is the outdoor upper bound of 3G cellular networks. Conversely, ED-VTR
can signiﬁcantly reduce the requirement of the initial bandwidth, particularly for complex video sequences such336 C.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos
Fig. 4. Performance evaluation of FGS coding efﬁciency.
Fig. 5. Advantages of ED-VTR over EEM in the case of: (a) “The Firm” sequence; (b) “Jurassic Park I” sequence.C.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos 337
Fig. 6. Required decoder buffer space for achieving bounded delay guarantee.
as “Jurassic Park I”. It is noted that both ED-VTR and EEM schemes generate a series of bandwidth requests
whose values are monotonic decreasing and thus reduce the load of resource management. In summary, ED-VTR
maintains the advantages of EEM, and has improved capability in cases of limited network bandwidth. Moreover,
from Fig. 6, the minimum required decoder buffer space for achieving bounded delay guarantee is presented.
Based on three different video sequences, we observe that ED-VTR requires less decoder buffer space than the
EEM method. To summarize, ED-VTR can effectively enhance the capability of EEM.
Figure 7 presents the results of smoothing the test sequence by ED-VTR and WAS [18], respectively. By ob-
serving the curves in Fig. 7(a), both ED-VTR and WAS provide the identical smoothing performance in the case
of sufﬁciently large decoder buffer space, where the preloading time D of (1) is set to two frame-times and the
available decoder buffer space is set to 2000 kbits. However, if the decoder buffer space is insufﬁcient such as
the case of Fig. 7(b), we observe that the transmission rates resulted from WAS may increase and decrease al-
ternatively the transmission rate by a wide margin during the playback. This phenomenon may complicate the
resource management and cause unpredictable packet loss or latency if the available network bandwidth is nearly
exhausted. In contrast, the transmission rates resulted from ED-VTR always keep the monotonically decreasing
property. Brieﬂy, ED-VTR keeps the advantages of WAS in cases of sufﬁciently large decoder buffer space, while
improving the capability of WAS in cases of insufﬁcient network bandwidth and decoder buffer space.
Figure 8 plots the maximum number of admissible connections that can be supported simultaneously by the net-
work as a function of delay bound d. The simulation scenario utilizes (11) to evaluate the link utilization of EEM,
WAS, and ED-VTR, respectively. To examine the impact of preloading operations on the link utilization, simula-
tions are executed with two different preloading times, D = 2 and D = 0, respectively. From Fig. 8, ED-VTR can
signiﬁcantly increase the link utilization compared with other two methods, regardless of the settings of the delay
bound and preloading time. Moreover, from the results of EEM in Fig. 8, the two curves with D = 2 and D = 0a r e
coincident with each other. This means that the link utilization of EEM is independent of the preloading operation.
The main reason is that EEM always uses the worst-case description to generate a transmission schedule, and the
preloading operation for reducing the huge initial bandwidth demand of EEM is invalid if a complex video frame
section appears in the middle of a video sequence. In contrast, regarding the WAS or ED-VTR scheme, an appro-
priate preloading operation can effectively improve the link utilization when the delay bound is small; however,
the effectiveness of the preloading operation obviously decreases when the permitted delay bound increases.338 C.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos
Fig. 7. Advantages of ED-VTR over WAS. (a) Buffer size = 2000 kbits, D = 2. (b) Buffer size = 700 kbits, D = 2.
Fig. 8. Maximum number of admissible connections as a function of delay bound d.
From the viewpoint of video coding characteristics, all frames belonging to the same GOP are hurt due to
error propagation in the decoding process if an I-frame is lost. This phenomenon causes signiﬁcant degradation of
received picture quality. Moreover, all succeeding frames belonging to the same GOP are also hurt if a P-frame
is lost. This work thus deﬁnes the hurt frame as a video frame that is lost or hurt in quality because of error
propagation.
Based on the results of Fig. 7, this study further compares the received picture quality and the amount of hurt
video frames obtained using ED-VTR with that using WAS in the case of insufﬁcient decoder buffer space. TheC.-C. Lee and P.-C. Chang / Integrated trafﬁc modeling and frame skipping for pre-stored streaming videos 339
Table 1
PSNR improvement of ED-VTR over WAS
Buffer Original Received Hurt Hurt Hurt
space PSNR PSNR I-frame P-frame B-frame
WAS 700 Kb 41.38 dB 34.52 dB 25 122 294
1200 Kb 41.38 dB 35.09 dB 14 80 188
ED-VTR 700 Kb 41.38 dB 35.35 dB 0 0 277
1200 Kb 41.38 dB 35.53 dB 0 0 138
Table 2
PSNR evaluation of ED-VTR under different wireless conditions of cellular networks
Error BER BER BER
free 5.0×e−51 . 4 ×e−45 . 0 ×e−4
Frame error rate 0 1.52×e−33 . 9 1 ×e−31 . 1 2 ×e−2
PSNR (dB) 35.53 35.15 34.26 32.87
scenario utilizes the test function deﬁned by (12) and assumes that all admissible connections are simultaneously
served. In addition, the error resilience functions of MPEG-4 are activated and various decoder buffer limitations,
including the 700 Kb and 1200 Kb, are applied here. A halfway request for increasing bandwidth during the play-
back is rejected if the available bandwidth of network is nearly exhausted. From Table 1, the amount of hurt frames
using ED-VTR is observed to be less than that using WAS regardless of 700 Kb or 1200 Kb. Note that no I-frame or
P-frame is dropped when ED-VTR is used. Moreover, the received PSNR value obtained using ED-VTR exceeded
that using WAS at both 700 Kb and 1200 Kb. The main reason is that ED-VTR can actively select the suitable
frames to be skipped if needed, instead of passively and arbitrarily skipping the congested or delayed frames by
the network or decoder. Finally, this study extends the simulation scenario of Table 1 to evaluate the received PSNR
of ED-VTR under different wireless conditions of cellular networks, as presented in Table 2. Herein the decoder
buffer limitation is set to 1200 Kb and some error patterns that are commonly applied to related researches of 3G
networks are used [20,21]. The link rate, terminal speed and interleaving depth of these error patterns are set to
384 kbps, 50 km/h and 40 ms, respectively. From Table 2, it is obvious that the received PSNR degrades if the bit
error rate of cellular network increases. Note that the PSNR degradation is not signiﬁcant in the worst case of this
simulation scenario since the error resilience functions of MPEG-4 are activated here.
5. Conclusions and future works
Regarding the delivery of pre-stored video data, the proposed ED-VTR has the same advantages as traditional
smoothing and deterministic modeling schemes when the decoder buffer space of mobile clients is large enough.
More importantly, ED-VTR retains the sustained playback and outperforms traditional schemes in cases of insuf-
ﬁcient decoder buffer space. In the future, we shall extend the contributions of this paper to real-time/live video
applications and best effort network environment.
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